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Composing Melody for the Lyrics is a challenging and meaningful branch of the 
Algorithmic Composition, which is a subsidiary research area of the Artificial Intelligence. In 
this paper, composing melody for the given lyrics was taken as a machine learning task, in which 
a series of samples with melody and lyrics are trained to construct a database with 
meta-structures of melody segment. After the database construction, two HMMs are built in 
order to imitate the composing thought of the professional composers. Then, with the help of 
Viterbi Algorithm, a relatively reasonable melody for the given lyrics is composed. Further more, 
a theory of melody section formation was put forward and used to modify the previously 
generated melody. Finally the result melody was generated for the given lyrics. 
Concept of melody segment meta-structure is described, which is transformed from original 
melody segment and the pitch of its first figure is a variable determined by the application 
environment. Further more, develop-base-vector of the segment meta-structure, searched by the 
system engine aiming to find the repetition existed in the melody piece, is put forward in this 
paper. And one section-design-templates theory, which is developed from the segment 
meta-structure, is proposed to retain the composing style of one sample melody in a designated 
threshold. A meta-structure of piano accompaniment figure is proposed in this article. All of 
these characteristics described above, make the melody composing a flexible and vigorous job. 
Two HMMs, including rhythm HMM and pitch HMM, are designed to imitate the 
composing thought of professional composers when they select the reasonable rhythm and pitch 
to harmonize the musical environment. The rhythm HMM takes the Chinese character number of 
lyric segments as observation and the rhythm sequence as hidden state. While the rhythm 
sequence calculated by the rhythm HMM is taken as observation in pitch HMM, its hidden state 
















The paper aims to design a melody composing system with human-computer interaction 
interface. In the sample training process, manual segmented sample melodies with lyrics are 
transformed to meta-structures by the meta-structure collection engine of the system. Meanwhile, 
the parameters of the two HMM are updated to represent some composing style.  
Finally, After the extraction of the basic information of the sample melodies, the theme 
developing style and section design templates, the system selects reasonable segment 
meta-structures for the segmented lyrics to generate the result melody. 
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